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Activating your data to its full potential

Actian analytics solutions complement and extend your existing data stores

Very expensive 
to acquire, 
deploy and 

maintain

Slow, unpredictable 
performance

Poor
Time to Value

Data gets
stale quickly

Too rigid, 
Vendor & 

Cloud
Lock-in

Do not scale
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The Operational Data Warehouse:
The Next Big Thing

▪ Data warehouses are great…at reporting yesterday’s data 

▪ Data lakes are great too….at being a low cost historical archives
because their query performance is so poor

▪ Today all businesses need to harness data, all data in-the-moment.  

▪ The Operational Data Warehouse (ODW)…the power of a 
traditional data warehouse, the scale of a data lake, the economics
of the cloud…in a real-time solution that runs on commodity 
hardware or in the cloud.

▪ Actian Vector analytic database - Designed to power today’s 
Operational Data Warehouse
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How can you digitally transform your enterprise
with an Operational Data Warehouse?

▪ Real-time ads and promotions

▪ Power operational dashboards

▪ Track real-time delivery and spend

▪ Plot real-time heat maps to quickly visualize hot spots

▪ Real time detection and alerting of disease outbreak and hotspots

▪ Proactive maintenance

▪ Detect financial services fraud and anomalies before it happens

▪ Telcom and financial services customer churn analysis

▪ Mobile network traffic analysis enabling real-time optimization

▪ and many more….
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Operational
Data

Warehouse

Cloud-only
Data

Warehouses

Data
Lakes

Operational
Data Store

EDW

The Operational Data Warehouse powered by Actian Vector

Addressing the gap created by existing EDW, data lake and cloud-only 
database offerings

Methods of operating a 

column store DB using 

positional delta trees 

U.S. Patent No. 9,892,148

Single source of 
truth for archiving 

and reporting

Domain-specific 
data mart for 
operational 
workloads

Comprehensive, 
economical 
repository

Rapid deployment, 
flexibility and scale

Designed for the 
data-driven

“In-the-Moment”
business

Teradata, Netezza, 
Exadata…

Oracle, SQL Server, 
MemSQL…

Cloudera, 
Hortonworks

Redshift,
Snowflake

Vector
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The revolutionary Actian Vector analytics database
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The fastest - Built to optimize every aspect of performance
– Compute-optimized with vector processing

– Storage-optimized with columnar optimization

– Memory-optimized with next generation memory access and streaming

Built to fit in with every ecosystem
– Industry standard SQL

– Runs on commodity hardware and in any cloud including AWS and Azure

– Extensive third party and open source integration

An enterprise grade system
– Fault tolerant

– Secure data in flight and at rest

– Full scale backup and recovery



Actian Vector ⎼ The world’s fastest analytic database
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Independently tested by MCG using Berkeley AMPLab Big Data Benchmark

Actian Vector’s performance advantage over competition grows as data scales, 
query complexity increases, and user concurrency increases

20X Faster 100X Faster10X Faster 14X Faster



ISVs

Custom
Apps

Actian Vector – Operational Analytics for Everyone
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Business Users

Data Scientists &
Data Engineers

Ingest data from
any source –

batch or streaming

Access data
any where

High speed 
analytics for 

every use 
case

Vector

Streaming & IoT

Remote Data Sources

Cloud Data 
&

Applications

Transactional
Enterprise Apps

On-premises
or Cloud

Deployment
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Power your ODW with Actian Vector

▪ Supports existing workloads

▪ Data updates don’t impact 
query performance 

▪ ACID Compliant  

▪ Linear scalability 

▪ SQL Standard Compliant

▪ Real time replication at scale
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Vector Cluster
Scaling Vector Performance

To Multi-node Clusters

Clustered Analytic Database

Vector
World’s Fastest

Analytic Database

Vectorized Columnar Analytic Database

Database Node

X10

0

Actian X
Linking Operational and

Analytic Databases

Hybrid OLTP & Analytic Database

Database Node

Row storage for 

OLTP

Column storage 

for Analytics

X100 OLTP

Vector Farm
Repeatable Deployments for 

Performance and Simple 
Administration

Database Segmented by Workload

Runs on



ODW In Action

Real-Time Network Analysis & Optimization
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Challenge

▪ Telcom and rail carriers must meet critical SLA 
objectives and maintain customer satisfaction 
levels 

▪Daily analytics on transaction data for 20 
million customers

Solution 

▪Vector analytics database continuously analyzes 
40 billion transactions covering a moving 10 
day window.

▪Solution provides visualization of trouble spots, 
with the ability to drill down to every 
transaction record to identify root cause.
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Transportation and 
mobile network 
monitoring solutions

On-Premises Expandium Solution 

powered by Vector

Expandium App

Customer’s operational servers instrumented by 
Expandium to capture real-time transactions

Clients



Ladbrokes is first past the post with ODW

▪ Before ODW

– Business users struggled to access meaningful answers to their own business questions with Oracle 
reporting tools. Because of the inconsistent reporting methodologies used across the company, 
users often got very different results.

– Finance relied on IT to create a combination of inflexible Financial Statement Generator and Discoverer 
reports and then would use multiple spreadsheets to cleanse and reformat the data. This resulted 
in delayed business answers. 

– The company had complex data in over 20 ledgers and supported 17 currencies all with very different tax 
rules and no easy way to view the business on a single pane of glass.

▪ With ODW

– The introduction of the Vector ODW contributed significantly to the efficiency and accuracy of the 
monthly financial close processes at Ladbrokes.

– Provides a real-time 360 degree view of the business with the ability to generate ad-hoc reports that meet 
the demands of the C Suite in seconds.

– Reporting has been significantly streamlined and they are easily able to produce VAT returns for the 17 
different currencies they support across each multi-ledger.

© 2018 Actian Corporation – Actian Confidential and Proprietary 

“We now have a single version of the truth and, as a result, Finance spends more time 
answering questions than manipulating data in static spreadsheets.” 
Jason Conroy, Group ERP Systems and Reporting Manager at Ladbrokes.



▪ Before ODW

– Budgeting and reporting system was only updated three times a day, 
so once data was loaded the financial budgeting and planning staff 
would often have to wait a full day to conduct any analysis.

– In addition, countless hours were also wasted verifying the accuracy of 
the data.

– The annual planning, or period-end planning was untenably slow, and 
addressing ad hoc C-suite inquiries was almost impossible. 

▪ With ODW

– Budgeting and reporting system, now deployed on Actian Vector, is 
updated at the speed of business, providing the financial budgeting 
and planning staff with a real-time view of the business.  

– Reliance on IT has been removed and business users are empowered 
to directly drill down to derive insights from the data.

– The data is consistent and accuracy is assured. 

– The company was able to transition from an annual planning process 
to a continuous planning model which allows it to react quickly to 
changes and opportunities.

Real Time Financial Planning For Oil And Gas Leader
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Harness Data in the Moment

The Operational Data Warehouse
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▪Data needs to drive your business at the speed of your 
business

▪EDW’s and data lakes are too expensive, slow, rigid, 
unreliable,…..

▪ For data to be truly actionable - it must be up to date

Today there is
a shift to 
“In-the-

Moment” 
Computing

▪Combines EDW performance, data lake scalability, cloud
flexibility with real-time actionable data

▪Economics that fit and adapt to your dynamic business 
needs

▪ The new norm for strategic advantage

The Operational 
Data Warehouse

is at the heart 
of this shift

▪Up to 100X faster than the competition on commodity 
hardware

▪Your data is always up to date & works with your existing 
BI & Analytics

▪Deployment freedom with support for on-premises, AWS & 
Azure cloud 

Actian Vector is 
designed to 
power your 
Operational 

Data 
Warehouse
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Other Sessions on Analytics Today

1:00pm Trafalgar Critical Questions to Consider 
Moving Analytics to the Cloud 

John Bard, Senior Director 
Marketing

1:40pm Adam DataFlow Makes Scaling 
Workloads Possible

Shay Schmidt, Director Systems 
Engineering

1:40pm Nelson Tips and Tricks for Better Analytic 
Results

Pete Lydon, Principal Sales 
Engineer

2:20pm Thames Approaching Petabyte Analytic 
Database Scale – What I Learned

Keith Bolam, Director of 
Development Projects, Actian

3:15pm Thames Actian Vector with DataFlow
using ML algorithms for Business 
Analytics

Vidisha Sharma, Technical 
Support Engineer

3:55pm Nelson Time is Money – How Actian 
Vector Performance Delivers 
More Value

Pradeep Bhanot, Director Product 
Marketing; Karl Schendel, 
Software Development Architect
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Thank you!


